Journal Paper

(a). ACM/IEEE Transactions/Journals

2. (2020) Yunfei Fu, Hongchuan Yu, Chih-Kuo Yeh, Tong-Yee Lee, Jian J. Zhang "Fast Accurate and Automatic Brushstroke Extraction" ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications and Applications (major revision), 2020/07/2 (SCI/EI)
11. (2019) Xingjia Pan, Fan Tang, Weiming Dong, Chongyang Ma, Yiping Meng, Tong-Yee Lee, Changsheng Xu "Content-Based Visual Summarization for Image
12. (2019) Yang Wen, Bin Sheng, Ping Li, Ping Tan, Tong-Yee Lee


(b). Other International Journals


2. (2020) Lihua You, Xiaosong Yang, Junjun Pan, Tong-Yee Lee, Shaojun
Bian, Kun Qian, Zulfiqar Habib, Allah Bux Sargano, Ismail Kazmi, Jian J. Zhang, “Fast Character Modeling with Sketch-Based PDE Surfaces,” *(accepted)* *Multimedia Tools and Applications*, 2020/05/08 (SCI/EI)

3 I-Cheng Yeh, Shih-Syuan Lin, Shou-Tse Hung, **Tong-Yee Lee**, “Disparity-preserving Image Rectangularization for Stereoscopic Panorama,” *(accepted)* *Multimedia Tools and Applications*, 2020/04/30 (SCI/EI)


7 Chih-Kuo Yeh, Zhanping Liu, David Kuo, **Tong-Yee Lee**, “Animating streamlines with repeated asymmetric patterns for steady flow visualization,” *Journal of Information Visualization*, July-October 2013 vol. 12 no. 3-4 pp. 257-272, 2013 (SCI/EI)


(c). Local/Domestic Journals

Book Chapters
1. (2005) **Tong-Yee Lee**, Chao-Hung Lin, "Shape based Interpolation Methods"

International Conference Paper

10. (2011) Min-Wen Chao, Chao-Hung Lin, Chih-Chieh Chang, Tong-Yee Lee, “A Graph-based Shape Matching Scheme for 3D Articulated Objects ” Computer


its Applications (ICCSA) 2005, Singapore, May 2005. (also in Lecture Notes on
Computer Science (LNCS 3482) volume 3482, Springer-Verlag, pp. 1043-1049,
2005 (SCI/EI))

Technique," Proceeding of International Workshop on Computer Graphics
and Geometric Modeling, Proceeding of International Conference on
(also in Lecture Notes on Computer Science (LNCS 3482) volume 3482, Springer-Verlag, pp. 1050-1059, 2005 (SCI/EI))

41. (2005) Tong-Yee Lee, Shaur-Uei Yan, "Feature-constrained Texturing System for
3D Models," Proceeding of International Workshop on Intelligent Information
Hiding and Multimedia Signal Processing, September 14 - 16, 2005 Hilton
Hotel Melbourne, Australia (also in Lecture Notes in AI 3683 Vol. Part III pp.
469-474 (LNCS/LNAI), Springer-Verlag, 2005 (SCI/EI))

42. (2005) Tong-Yee Lee, Shaur-Uei Yan, Yong-Nien Chen, Ming-Te Chi,"
Real-time 3D Artistic Rendering System," Proceeding of International
Workshop on Intelligent Information Hiding and Multimedia Signal
Processing, September 14 - 16, 2005 Hilton Hotel Melbourne, Australia (also in

Surfaces,” International Workshop on Computer Graphics and Geometric
Modeling, Proceeding of International Conference on Computational Science and
its Applications (ICCSA) 2004, Italy, pp. 721-730, May 2004. (also in Lecture
Notes on Computer Science (LNCS 3024), Springer-Verlag (SCI/EI))

44. (2004) Tong-Yee Lee, Ping-Hsien Lin, Tz-Hsien Yang, “Photo-realistic 3D Head
Modeling Using Multi-view Images,” International Workshop on Computer
Graphics and Geometric Modeling, Proceeding of International Conference on
Computational Science and its Applications (ICCSA) 2004, Italy, pp. 713-720,
May 2004. (also in Lecture Notes on Computer Science (LNCS 3044), Springer-Verlag, (SCI/EI))

Proceeding of International NICOGRAPH 2004 (Invited Speech).

interactive rendering a virtual environment,” Proceeding of International
Workshop on COMPUTER GRAPHICS and GEOMETRIC MODELING,
Canada, May 2003 Springer-Verlag (also in Lecture Notes in Computer Science

47. (2003) Tong-Yee Lee, Chao-Hung Lin, Wen-Hsiu Wang, "Morphology-based 3D
volume metamorphosis, "Proceeding International Workshop on COMPUTER GRAPHICS and GEOMETRIC MODELING, Canada, May 2003 (also in Springer-Verlag Lecture Notes in Computer Science LNCS 2669 Part III, pp. 518-527, May 2003 (SCI/EI))


72. (1994) Tong-Yee Lee, C.S Raghavendra, J.B. Nicholas, ”Experimental


Domestic Conference (2016−present)

1. 2019/06 從單張筆刷繪畫建立2.5D浮雕模型，傅雲飛，于洪川，葉智國，張建軍，和 李同益*，Computer Graphics Workshop 2019/06 最佳論文獎
2. 2019/06 基於深度學習多算子圖像重定位的照片方形化，宋玉，唐帆，董未名，張曉鵬，Oliver Deussen，和 李同益*，Computer Graphics Workshop 2019/06
3. 2018/06 艾雪漸變式藝術圖像之生成技術，Shih-Syun Lin, Charles Morace, Chao-Hung Lin, Li-Fong Hsu and Tong-Yee Lee*, "計算機圖學研討會, Tainan, June 29-30,2018, 佳作論文獎 (2018/06)
4. 2018/06 黃怡錚，林文傑，葉奕成，李同益，"計算機圖學研討會, Tainan, June 29-30,2018, 優秀論文獎 (2018/06)
5. 2017/06 艾雪漸變式藝術圖像之生成技術，2017 年第廿五屆計算機圖學研討會 (Computer Graphics Workshop)，靜宜大學，最佳論文獎
6. 2017/06 林士勛，林昭宏，郭宇軒，楊若榆，葉智國，李同益*，基於內容感知與靈活邊界的立體影片縮放，2017 年第廿五屆計算機圖學研討會 (Computer Graphics Workshop)，靜宜大學，最佳論文獎
7. 2016 Chih-Kuo Yeh, Pradeep Kumar, Xiaopei Liu, Chi-Wing Fu, Tong-Yee Lee, 2.5D卡通頭髮建模與操作，2016年7月，2016年第廿四屆計算機圖學研討會 (Computer Graphics Workshop)國立台灣科技大學，優秀論文獎
8. 2016 Ying-Miao Kuo, Hung-Kuo Chu, Ming-Te Chi, Ruen-Rone Lee and Tong-Yee Lee，產生多重涵義的圖地反轉影像，2016年7月，2016年第廿四屆計算機圖學研討會 (Computer Graphics Workshop)國立台灣科技大學，佳作論文獎

Patents

- 虛擬海洋生物系統 (發明專利證號: 305315, 公告日期: 中華民國 98年01月11日)
- US Provisional Patent Application No. 61/334,953, “Apparatus, systems, computer-accessible medium and methods for video cropping, temporally-coherent warping and retargeting” (Note: will be licensed to Walt Disney)
- 099-080EP-TW1 一種不等比例影像縮放之處理方法(PD 4293) 099127214 (pending)
- 099-080EP-TW2 一種顯示器之影片播放系統 (PD 4293-1) 099127215 (pending)
- 099-080EP-TW3 一種影片資料處理系統 (PD4293-2) 099127216 (pending)
- 099-080EP-TW4 一種觸控系統 (PD 4293-3) 099127217 (pending)
099-080EP-TW5 一種影片輸出格式系統 (PD 4293-4) 099127218 (pending)
099-080EP-TW6 一種不等比例影片縮放之圖像處理器 (PD4293-5) 099127219 (pending)